
Oswald As Agent (Who Was Oswald) 

1. P.D. Scott’s From his “9/11, JFK, and War.” He notes on note 46 that W. 

Marvin Gheesling was the FBI HQ Supervisor who removed the stop on 

Oswald... .see his source on maryferrell site... . 

2. Record of Oswald’s attempt to call John Hurt on 11/23 Hurt was director or 

part of the US false defector program run thru ONI hgers NC.... 

3. Oswald’s employment for Jaggers-Chiles-Stovall Co. (Oct. 1962-May 1963). 

The company printed maps of (Castro’s) Cuba. .. Dates corresponding in 

Oct. with the Cuban Missile Crisis. .. .Good job for a US defector... 

4. Liebeler file RG272,Box 12 entry 44 of files of staffer Liebeler. . . Interview 

with Donovan says Oswald has “secret” clearance (p. 3) 

. Set of docs (whokilledjfk.net) Individual page cites. 

(p. 11)) Col. Folsom to9 WC notes that qualification “marksman” indicates 

a rather poor shot... .Expert and sharpshooter all toped Marksman... 

.Oswald qualified as Marksman. . (p. 14) notes just what JCS (above 3) the 

type of maps and photos was sent to JCS at some point. . . .Oswald had 

access. And other sensitive material (see attached) 

6. Series of clues re: Suggesting that Oswald might have been a CIA asset. . 

.might want to access this Maryferrell doc. and follow up some of the 
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items. 

7. Rosen to Elmont 11/23/’63 This refs to list supplied FBI by A. 

Yarmolinsky of names of other defectors at about the time Oswald 

‘defected.” Note Hoover quandary of SD allowing defectors to return to 

[te USA. .. .(false defectors like Oswald). .. See Melanson’s “Spy Saga.” 

Y 8, John S imkin on the “Defector Program” has good bio sketch of other 

“defectors” to the Soviet Union in 1959 . .the same year Oswald 

“defected.” All implied as part of the US false defector program. . 
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9. Joan Mellen piece on false defector program. Maybe worth a review.


